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BOOK REVIEW 

THE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO VICTOR RECORDS by Michael W. 
Sherman in collaboration with Kurt R. Nauck III. Revised Second 
Edition. 288 pages, 800 illustrations. Monarch Record Enterprises,  
Tutti, CA. 2010
Reviewed by Richard Green, Library and Archives Canada

company with our iPads, Kobos, and Kindles, but, really, when you have a book as lovely as the 

new revised and expanded edition of The Collector’s Guide to Victor Records in your hands, in hard 

cover for this reviewer, an e-book seems, well, kind of dull. Sort of like listening to an MP3 when 

fortunate because, when it comes to books about the pre-digital era of recording, in particular 

thorough, well-written, professional and a delight for anyone, or any collection, with an inter-

on record labels from any era or any country should consult this book as a model. Michael W. 

record companies through the documentation of the labels of the records themselves. The 

revised second edition maintains this method which was, and is, a perfect compliment to 

discographies and corporate histories. By examining the evolution of labels, and providing 

images, the authors link the discs to changes in the music industry and, in this case, the 

indecipherable are covered.  By following the sequence of record labels, and the often 

subtle changes on the labels, it is possible, using this book, to accurately date the press-

technology and industry priorities throughout the decades. Others, before and since, have 

used this approach, in whole or in part, but few have put it together, and presented it as 

beautifully as these authors.

resolution digital technology, and are now all in colour and are clearer and sharper. Combined 

with quality paper for the printing, the overall impact is superior and the image detail, for ex-

labels. This is truly a labour of love, or perhaps an obsession?

Sections on early Berliners, celebrity recordings, and the post Second World War recordings 

have been greatly expanded. The graphs detailing release dates are better laid out with the 

addition of colour adding to the ease of use. The section on specialty labels and other series 

has grown from twenty pages to ninety and provides much greater coverage of Foreign and 

and Broadcasting and Movie discs. The variety of labels depicted illustrates the range of activ-

discs that pass through Kurt Nauck’s hands every year.
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labels, recording dates, pressing dates, and concludes with some very insightful comments on 

The Collector’s Guide, 
http://victor.library.ucsb.edu/ , currently being produced on-

Sam Brylawski and David Seubert, and the Library of Congress’ National Jukebox http://www.

loc.gov/jukebox/ -

recording sessions and the labels to life by adding the music. Sometimes archivists, librarians 

and discographers, in the quest for descriptive detail, forget the music. The introduction to The 
Collector’s Guide Whatever the label may say, the 
grooves speak louder. John is a wise man and the authors of The Collector’s Guide are even wiser 

by acknowledging the connection.

With the 2nd

new standard for discographic research in general and for record label research in particular 

undertaking various research projects. Maybe it will lead some to look through their collec-

78s in your collection, are interested in the history of the recording industry, or are just look-

ing for a good book, give your collection and yourself a real treat and purchase the 2nd edition 

of The Collector’s Guide to Victor Records. You won’t regret it. 

The Collector’s Guide to Victor Records can be ordered through Kurt Nauck at www.78rpm.com 

where you can also view some sample pages.


